TCM
THE PLOT THICKENS
4 STEPS TO LISTEN

OPEN:
Any Podcast Application On Your Mobile Device
To do this, locate the Search Bar on your phone by swiping either LEFT TO RIGHT or DOWN, depending on your device (iPhone or Android).

Once you’ve located the Search Bar, type PODCASTS and choose the Podcast App you would like to use for listening. Your choice! You may need to download and install it on your device if you have never used it before, so follow the steps on your phone.

SEARCH:
“The Plot Thickens”
Once it’s installed, tap on your Podcast App icon, search for The Plot Thickens and select the image of Lucy. Hit FOLLOW.

SELECT:
Episode One
Once you’ve subscribed to The Plot Thickens, scroll down to the list of episodes and locate Episode 1: Jamestown.

LISTEN:
And Enjoy
Hit Play and start listening! Enjoy The Plot Thickens: Lucy.

Need Some Extra Help?
Watch TCM Host Ben Mankiewicz explain the process:

WATCH NOW